1. Iron odds and ends, rusty parts glued with heat...this sculpture rests near where your cross the Passy with your feet.

2. While some are out to catch me, today I'm on top of the traps! Take a load off!

3. My petals are hard and strong, but worn by ocean air. Just a stone's throw from the last find!

4. I smile at beachcombers from my watery post, until the tide comes in and away I go!

5. You'd expect these to be tied to lobster traps, but this colorful collection is staying out of the water!

6. Climb on up and say hello - I must warn you though, I'm not the softest seat in town!

7. I'd like to go for a row, but I've been grounded. 'Guess I'm lucky just to be out of the woods. Climb aboard!

8. These cuddling friends can't chat - they're getting cleaned up right meow!

9. My trunk and I can't fit through the door to see a movie, so I just watch the people go by from way up here!

10. When I'm at sea, a waterspout blows, but here on the bench, a sunflower grows!

11. Two ocean-faring sisters, half person, half fish. You can have a seat between us whenever you wish!

12. Swimming along the building's side twenty-one fantastic sea creatures hide!

13. No snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor wind can move me - it was a long walk from the woods to get some stamps!

14. Miniature marble statue and glowing lights galore. Make sure to look down and you will find one of Belfast's tiniest doors.

15. Boats, snails, and pizza, colorful and pretty - a crew of kids painted some favorite things about their city.

16. Round the corner and behind where you take your grocery list, painted on the wall neon rainbows curl and twist.

17. A vegetable a day keeps the doctor away... around here you'll find greens fit for a giant!

18. Cockadoodledoo! It's time to wake up and get to the market!

19. Walking in circles created with bricks, to get in and back looking down is the trick.

20. At the end of the road is a gateway of stone one way to the beach, the other way home.